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NEW CONCEPT IN HIGH RELIABILITY TAPE RECORDERS
FOR SPACEBORNE DATA STORAGE

D. L. BURDORF
Vice President and Director of Engineering

Kinelogic Corporation
Pasadena

Summary    The need for large bit capacity in on-board data storage for deep-space
probes, spacecraft, satellites, and aircraft, has created a requirement for a tape recorder of
ultra-high reliability.

In an ideal recorder, the conventional capstan would be eliminated and the reels would
be driven such that the linear velocity and the tension of the tape between reels would be
constant from the beginning to the end of the reel. The heads would also be the only
elements in contact with the tape. Reliability would be enhanced by driving the reels,
rather than the tape, through a reduction in the number of moving parts. Reducing the
number of elements in contact with the tape would also increase tape life.

The Iso-Elastic Drive,1 closely approaches the ideal recorder drive system. The reels are
driven by a seamless polyester belt which is in direct contact with the periphery of the
tape reel. The belt is driven at constant linear velocity (resulting in low flutter) and in
such a manner that it generates a constant tension in the tape connecting the two reels
and passing across the heads.

Constant tape tension in a high-reliability recorder is necessary in order to optimize 1)
tape tracking and guidance, 2) effective bias level on the tape during direct-type
recording, 3) playback level, 4) head wear, and 5) drop-outs. The Iso-Elastic Drive
reduces the number of moving parts by approximately 30% as compared with
conventional recorders. The tape drive has the additional desirable characteristic of
operation equally well in either direction.

Introduction    Developing a tape recorder for space missions necessitates a design of
tape transport and associated electronics which can withstand extreme environmental
conditions while offering very high reliability. This problem is complicated by the
demand for faithful reproduction of the recorded data, and by unusually small weight,



volume, and power consumption limitations. Previous approaches to these problems
have employed various techniques of component selection to reduce the envelope and
power consumption to an acceptably small level, while essentially maintaining a design
originally developed for ground station use.

In order to obtain maximum accuracy of reproduction, ground station tape recorders have
used complex reeling systems including several motors, clutches, springs, Servo systems
and frequently pneumatically operated brakes and sensing devices. The complexity of
the design of ground oriented tape recorders creates an inherent reliability problem
because of the many subsystems that must operate concurrently. At ground stations,
reliability is easily obtained by endless redundancy of equipment whose weight, volume
and power consumption are only limited by economic constraints. Thus, it may be seen
that the complexity necessitated by accuracy of reproduction is the antithesis of
reliability.

This paper discusses a new concept in tape recorder design for space and related
applications which uses the Iso-Elastic Drive principal of peripherally driving the tape
packs to obtain high reliability and excellent reproducibility in a simplified reeling
system having small size, low weight and minimal power consumption requirements.

Iso-Elastic Drive    Transferring magnetic tape from one reel to another at essentially
constant velocity and tension is a basic requirement for any high quality instrumentation
type magnetic tape recorder. Essentially constant velocity is the equivalent of very low
flutter which is necessary if distortion (spurious frequency generation) is to be avoided.
The need for constant tape tension, however, is not so apparent. For example, some
flutter frequency components are a function of the tape tension. Tape tracking and
guidance, effective bias level on the tape during direct type recording, playback level,
head wear, drop-outs, etc. are all influenced by tape tension. Difficult problems are
encountered, however, in meeting this requirement. The difficulty stems from the fact
that the diameter of each reel is constantly changing. To achieve constant tape velocity,
the conventional approach is to insert one or two capstans between the reels to provide
metering of the tape. Tape tension controls run the gamut from constant torque braking
and take-up of the reels to very sophisticated Servo systems. The more precise systems
use either reel Servos or a differential capstan drive. In a differential capstan drive tape
tension is generated primarily by the two capstans and reel torques are reduced to as low
a value as practical. Variations in the reel torques are therefore relatively small when
compared to the tension generated by the capstans and do not cause large tape tension
variations.

In an ideal system, the reels would be driven such that the linear velocity and the tension
of the tape between the reels would be constant from the beginning to the end of the reel.
The heads would be the only element in contact with the tape during the transfer of tape



from one reel to another, thus reducing the number of flutter generating elements to a
minimum.

The Iso-Elastic Drive closely approaches the ideal solution. The reels are driven by a
seamless polyester belt riding directly on the outer layer of tape in each reel. The belt is
driven at constant velocity and in such a manner that it generates a constant tension in
the tape connecting the two reels. Thus, the two prime requirements are accomplished in
the Iso-Elastic Drive without the use of a Servo.

The basic configuration of the Iso-Elastic Drive is illustrated in Figure 1. The operating
principle is based on drive belts mechanics which are commonly misunderstood. For
example, the fact that a driven pulley rotates at a speed slightly slower than indicated by
conventional calculations is generally attributed to belt “creep” around the pulley.
Analysis reveals that this is not “creep.” This speed variation is due to the belt running at
different speeds as it travels over different speeds as it travels over different pulleys in
the system. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 2. In Figure 2-1 the belt is shown in
a non-stressed condition before mounting. When the belt is mounted as shown in Figure
2-2, an initial tension is developed as a result of stretching the belt over the pulley
system. This stretching reduces the dimensions of the belt cross-section since the length
has been increased. Figure 2-3 shows the pulley system transmitting torque. In a
conventional belt system where the initial tension is sufficient to prevent belt-pulley
slippage, only one of the two belt sections between the two pulleys transmits the torque.
The additional force present in this section of the belt results in further belt elongation,
as illustrated in Figure 2-3. As this elongated section comes off the driver, the load
tension is no longer present. As a result, belt contraction takes place in the no-load side.
It should be noted that for the belt section under load, essentially no elongation takes
place until the belt elements come free of the load pulley, nor does the contraction of the
belt on the no-load side occur until belt elements leave the motor drive pulley. This is
due to the fact that the belt is under sufficient pretension to drive without slip.

Since the belt mass passing a given point anywhere in a belt system per unit time must be
constant for a condition of equilibrium, it follows that the linear speed of the belt on its
load side must be greater than that on its no-load side. Thus, a belt under load can run
without slip while having its load and no-load sides running at different linear speeds. A
properly designed pulley system can have a wide range of loads over which an
equilibrium condition exists without belt slippage. It can be shown that such conditions
are practical, using conservative design stresses. These facts are essential to
understanding the Iso-Elastic Drive.

In a recorder, the pretensioned seamless polyester belt (Reference Figure 1), is
simultaneously driven by both the slow capstan and the fast capstan, the fast capstan
having a surface speed a few tenths of a percent faster than the slow capstan. The belt 





pretension is sufficient to prevent slippage on either drive capstan or either tape pack
under any conditions. In Figure 1, “B” is the take-up tape pack and “A” is the supply
tape pack. The difference in surface speed between the fast and slow capstans tend to
elongate the drive belt in Sections A and D. This elongation occurs because belting is
removed by the fast capstan faster in Sections A and D than it is paid out by the slow
capstan. The stretching reduces the belt cross-section as shown in Figure 2-3. The result
is a higher linear speed (and tension) in this area (sections A and D). By the same token,
the fast capstan is paying out belting into sections B and C faster than it is being
removed by the slow capstan from these sections. The consequent belt contraction shows
up as a slower linear speed (and lower tension) in these sections. The difference in
capstan speeds simulates a loaded pulley system.

Due to the fact that the drive belts are coupled in non-slip, fashion to magnetic tape
packs A and B which are themselves interconnected by the magnetic tape, the tendency
of Section D to run faster and of Section B to run slower is neutralized by tension
developed in the magnetic tape.

The principle of operation described above is dramatically demonstrated by using an
operating system and purposely introducing a slack loop-of tape between the reels. The
slack is removed and the proper tape tension is re-established in a matter of seconds. Due
to its symmetry, the Iso-Elastic Drive also has a very desirable feature for many
applications. Reversal of tape motion and reeling conditions can be accomplished by
merely reversing the directions of rotation of both capstans.

The mathematical analysis of the Iso-Elastic Drive shows that desired operating
parameters can be established with very conservative belt and bearing loads, thus
assuring a long operating life.

Power requirements are extremely low, the major portion being used to overcome
bearing friction and magnetic tape-head friction.

One of the more significant advantages of the Iso-Elastic Drive is the complete absence
of reel brakes, clutches, motors, springs, etc. which constitutes a large percentage of the
moving parts in a conventional recorder. It is usually possible to reduce the number of
rotating parts to about one-third by using the Iso-Elastic Drive. This makes it possible to
achieve a considerably higher degree of reliability which is so important in
instrumentation recorders.

Analysis of the Iso-Elastic Drive     The following is a treatment of the mechanics
involved in a recorder employing the Iso-Elastic Drive. In Part I, the relations between
belt tensions, wrap angle, coefficient of friction, and transmitted power are developed. In
Part II, these relations are combined with tension and velocity conditions to produce the



essential tape speed, tape tension, and power equations. Parts III and IV consider
variations in the system as the tape is transferred from supply to take-up reel. Part V
considers the properties and life of the polyester belts. Part VI discusses the effect of
introducing magnetic heads into the system, and includes an actual example.

Part I, Analysis of Conditions to Prevent Belt Slip (Single Capstan)

Assume that the belt does not slip on the capstan. This requires that the friction forces
between the belt and the capstan be large enough so that they can produce the change of
tension. Consider a differential arc length over the contact region as shown in Figure 4.

If the belt is just at the slip no slip condition and not accelerating, then:

(1)

Therefore, the no slip condition requires

For a steady state solution in which the belt does not either break or pileup on the
capstan, the mass per unit time of belt entering and leaving the capstan must be equal.
Since the mass per unit time is the velocity times the mass per unit length:

(2)
If tensions do not exceed the belt’s elastic limits, using Hooke’s law we get,

(3)





where K = EA

Now Let

Tc = T2 - T1

If T2>T1 , the capstan is driven, if T1 >T2, the capstan is driving (4)

From equations (3) and (4)

(5)

Using (2) in equation (5), and since normally K >>T1,

(6)

To prevent a belt from slipping, a pretension To is applied where

(7)

Combining equations (7) and (1), one obtains, for the minimum pre-tension required in
order to obtain a tension Tc without slipping:

(8)

Part II, Analysis of the Iso-Elastic Drive System

All belts are assumed not to slip and thus have a velocity equal to the pitch velocity of
the take-up reel or capstan. The frictional losses of reels, capstan bearings, and heads
will be neglected. For a steady state solution, the net force and torque must be zero and
thus:

(9a)

(9b)

(9c)

(9d)



Also:

(10a)

(10b)
According to equations (9a) and 9b), the tension in the tape-is:

Tx = T4 - T3 = T1 - T2 (11)

If the tape is inelastic or pretensioned so that it does not stretch:

(13)

Substituting in (12):

(14)

From equations (12) and (14),

(15)

Thus, the tape speed and tension depend only on the capstan velocities and the elastic
properties of the belt, and not on reel radius.

By applying equations (6), (9), (10) and (14), the speeds V1 and V3, (and thus the tape
tension and speed,) can be related to the motor speed and the elastic properties of the
capstan drive belt. In the usual case, when the capstan drive belt does not stretch, then:

(16)



 and by equations (10a) and (10b):

(17a)

(17b)

From equation (13) and equations (17a) and (17b)

(18)

and from equations (14), (17a) and (17b):

(19)

Considering the tension at the capstans, the power to drive the tape is:

(20)
Using equation (11) and assuming T4, . T2

(21)

and from equation (21) and (15), eliminating V3 we get

(22)

Part III, Addition of Tensioning Idlers    A simple Iso-Elastic belt path was shown in
Figure I and analyzed in Parts I and II. To compensate for different amounts of magnetic
tape and to allow replacement of reels of tape, it is desirable to use a tension idler in one
section of the IsoElastic belt path. The tension idler acts to take up drive tape to produce
a fixed tension in the section of the Iso-Elastic drive belt it acts on. The tensions in the
other three sections will take values differing from this fixed value by amounts shown in
the analysis on the preceding pages.



Part IV, Analysis of Dynamic Characteristics    This analysis thus far has neglected
the fact that as the system runs the tape packs change size, causing a repositioning of the
drive belt. Consider Figure 6.

From the diagram it is clear that in the initial state the total length of the drive belt on the
feed (left) side of the capstans is longer than the total length on the take-up (right) side.
In the later state, however, after the tape has been transferred, the situation is reversed,
with more drive belt on the right than on the left.

It will be shown that as the tape is transferred, a small increase in tension is created in
the belt on the right side and a small decrease in tension is created on the left side,
causing these tensions to differ slightly from the values calculated earlier. The process by
which the belt is transferred from the left side to the right can then be explained in terms
of these changes in tension, with no belt slip taking place on the capstans or the tape
packs.

The Length of Belt between capstans is divided into three portions:

(1)

where

(2)

(3)

(4)

then

(5)





but

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

substituting equations 2, 3, 7, 8, and 9

(11)

(12)

(13)

This represents the increase in belt travel per unit of tape travel as the tape pack builds
up. Since the capstans run at synchronous speed and the values are so small, this also
represents the decrease in tape speed at this point in the tape pack. The other reel has an
increase in tape speed at its complementary point in the tape pack. The tape speed at the
head is the average of the increase and decrease on the two reels If the differing layouts
on both reels are considered as a negligible difference, the increase can be calculated at
the full and empty reel conditions and the average of the increase at full reel and the
decrease at empty reel will be the maximum variation from the nominal speed which
occurs at the mid-reel condition. In a typical recorder:



Full Reel

Empty Reel

Then the maximum variation in tape speed is:

Part V, Drive Belt Considerations    Since the Iso-Elastic Drive conception is
dependent on the properties of a polyester belt, it is pertinent to review some details on
this item. Mylar is one of the polyester films commonly used for drive belts. Mylar belts
were first developed by NASA to meet a need for more reliable drive systems for
satellite recorders. According to NASA Technical Note B668, Goddard Space Flight
Center “Polyester Film Belts”, no belt failures occurred in the extensive test program or
flight phase usage with Tiros, Vanguard II or Atlas - Score. Seamless Mylar belts are
now used in most high performance space and ground instrumentation recorders. They
are particularly valuable under conditions of shock and vibration because of their high
strength/weight ratio. Mylar belts exhibit the following properties:

Simple belt tensions do not fully define belt performance. Belt life requires consideration
of the complex strain distribution along the belt, including such elements as initial
tension, tension in the tight and slack sides due to driving torques, and bending stress on
the belt as it curves over a pulley. Initial tension is a function of the torque to be
transmitted. It is given by the following equation:



Where

Stress due to the initial tension is given by:

The change in stress due to transmitted torque

The bending stress can be shown as

Where E is the tensile modulus.

Belt life tests have correlated actual belt life with maximum combined stress calculated
in accordance with the above equations. Initial stresses below 5500 lbs. result in a belt
life in excess of 50 million belt cycles. Belt requirements in the Iso-Elastic Design have
been calculated in accordance with this test data, and consequently are very conservative
from the standpoint of both required torque transmission and belt life.

Part VI, Discussion of System Including Magnetic Heads    The introduction of
magnetic heads into the tape path serves to complicate the analysis, and additional
assumptions must be made to solve the system analytically. If we make no assumptions
with regard to belt and tape speeds, the system contains eighteen (18) non-linear
equations with eighteen (18) unknown quantities. This set of equations requires a
computer solution.

If a specific decrease in tension across the heads is assumed, the system can be resolved
to yield tape speed and tension as complicated non-linear functions of the differential,
and the tape and belt properties. Tape speed is sensitive to differential only to the order
of 0.1%.

An example of the tape tension profile is given below, taken from actual measurements
on a 1" tape machine with 0. 35% differential at 30 ips.



Location Tension

Supply reel 20 oz.
Free span, before first of 4 heads 16 oz.
Free span, just before take-up reel 20 oz.

It is important to note that this tape-tension is independent of tape direction or amount of
tape already transferred.


